PIRACY OF THIS SITE’S CONTENT
A PERSONAL NOTE TO MY UNKNOWN & UNSEEN FANS
BY MARK L. GOLDEN

Welcome to the depository of works that have come from my fancy mind. It being the
only mind I’ve ever had, doesn’t mean that I’ve learned how to properly manage the clutter in
order to create better. The need to creatively express what I conceive of and envision has been a
long, exasperating and at times, pleasant road.
When God “tags” you with creativity, resistance is futile. The desire to decorate, adorn,
ornament and do something showy, whether tiny or huge, is there for a lifetime. Concern for
effect and style is inescapable.
Creative people have ups and downs in attempts to achieve their own distinct style.
Creative drives must be bridled and disciplined for the imagination to be exercised into finished
products for others to see, hear or touch. The process has a curious trait – anticipating what
others are going to think of the piece. Once the fertile soil of a fan base (of any size) occurs, new
seeds are found in the fancy-minded person that can: increase beauty; understanding; laughter;
enjoyment; morality and even spirituality in our world community. Such fancy ideas sprout
easier, and the finished products just might last longer knowing that you have an audience
laced with positive expectations.
As you look at my fancy-ness on the following pages consider this. The opposite of effort
is for someone who is un-fancy or simply fancy-challenged, to steal away my authorship and
ideas from the hours of a creative process per piece, plus the years of growth, learning and cost
from amateur to professional. This for their own self-centeredness and unearned profit!
Take note that current technologies and the Internet allow thievery of artistic
achievements by sincere and insincere “fans.” The temptations are endless. The objects of desire
easy to acquire.

